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DAYTON
NEWS RELEASE

SISTER NANCY BRAMLAGE HEADS TO UN FOR HUMAN RIGHTS WORK
AFTER COMING LATE TO POLITICAL ACTIVISM
DAYTON, Ohio -The first time Sister Nancy Bramlage, S.C., walked a picket line, she
was a French teacher at Alter High School, the protest was at a grocery store, the cause was a
boycott of lettuce and table grapes and she wasn't at all sure the public action suited her.
"At that time, I was just beginning to be a little political," she said. "Another sister had
to talk me into going, and I felt so uncomfortable."
She now has three arrests for civil disobedience on her record - two for nuclear issues
and one for protesting at the School of the Americas. She's lived among impoverished and
oppressed people in Malawi, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Peru, Ecuador, Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, India
and Sierra Leone. And she's about to take her insistence on human rights to the United Nations.
Bramlage, 58, director of the University of Dayton's Center for Social Concern, will be
leaving UD June 30 for New York where she will serve at the United Nations as a representative
of the Sisters of Charity Federation, a nongovernmental organization. She's most excited "about
what I'm going to learn. I love to learn by doing, so I'm going to be immersed in the world of
the UN and the issues they're working on, particularly the work in human rights."
She came to UD in 1988 as a campus minister. The year before, students had conducted a
sit-in in the president's office in St. Mary Hall to protest CIA recruitment on campus. "That was
one of the reasons I wanted to come to UD," Bramlage said. "Students felt passionate and were
willing to work for change, and the University worked with them. They weren't dismissed as
'crazy kids.' The students had an issue worth looking at, and the University looked."
The Center for Social Concern, part of UD' s campus ministry program, is charged with
seeking to unite faith and action for justice. It's the hub for nearly 35 service clubs on campus,
organizes activities to raise awareness about social issues such as the death penalty, hunger and
homelessness, and conducts a community leadership and service program.
For the last four years, one activity has been traveling to Fort Benning, Ga., for the
annual November protest of the School of the Americas, which the U.S. Army has recently
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recast as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation. Critics charge the school
"trains Latin American soldiers in combat, counter-insurgency and counter-narcotics.
Graduates of the SOA are responsible for some of the worst human rights abuses in Latin
America," according to the School of the Americas Watch Web site.
Bramlage's Fort Benning arrest happened in 2000.
"I've been in Latin America and heard the stories that people tell, their own personal
stories of oppression from their militaries. And we're training them."
She was visiting a fellow Sister of Charity in an El Salvador war zone where "young
teen-agers would tell of their whole families being tortured and even killed in front of them,"
Bramlage said. "I was personally stopped and interrogated at military checkpoints, and the
Salvadorans with us were scared to death. One day a woman came to us for help and asked us
to go with her to find her husband. He hadn't returned, and we all understood we were looking
for his body, which was never found."
After being arrested for trespassing on the military base that houses the school,
Bramlage and others spent five hours on a bus waiting to be processed. "A lot of the students
then realized they had a responsibility to speak to power for the people who don't have the
right to speak against oppressive governments," Bramlage said.
Her own reflections on being arrested occurred in 1991, when she contemplated the
possible outcome of crawling under the fence that surrounds the restricted Nevada nuclear
testing grounds. "It was a period of prayer and discernment when I looked at my convictions
and realized we have to do whatever we have to do to stand up to systems that are promoting
evil. Then you have to be willing to take the consequences for your actions," she said.
Along with Dorothy Day and personal mentor Sister Ruth Jonas, S.C., who committed to
teaching and being an advocate for the poor in Malawi, Africa, after 35 years of teaching college
French in the U.S., Bramlage lists Archbishop Oscar Romero as a personal hero.
"I identify with him in the sense that he wasn't always into justice issues. He was made
archbishop because he was a conservative priest. But his experiences drew him into being a
voice for the poor - there was a huge turnaround in his life."
Bramlage said she has tried to "make students conscious of their opportunities and
responsibilities of making this a better world. I love working with college students. They've
brought enthusiasm and hope to me, and together we've learned about our world."
As Bramlage worked in Malawi with Jonas, they often considered whether the help they
provided for the poor was creating dependence or whether goods were immediately being
resold in the market. They concluded it's "better to err on the side of love," Bramlage said. "God
will not punish you for being taken advantage of, but he will hold you responsible for taking
care of those who need it."
-30For media interviews, contact Sister Nancy Bramlage, S.C., at (937) 229-2576 or viaemail at nancy.bramlage@notes.udayton.edu.
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DAYTON
NEWS RELEASE
FREE PROGRAM AT UD PROVIDES UNDERPRIVILEGED YOUTH
WITH FIRST-CLASS SUMMER CAMP EXPERIENCE
DAYTON, Ohio- Some of the brightest sports stars of the future may have a chance to
shine while young at the University of Dayton. More than 700 underprivileged Dayton-area
youth will enjoy five weeks of academic and athletic activities at no cost during UD's 35th
annual National Youth Sports Program summer camp.
Sponsored by the federally funded NYSP organization in conjunction with the NCAA
and UD, the program culminates in the "biggest and best" summer day camp in Southwest
Ohio, says program administrator John Ralph, assistant director of the University's office of
diverse student populations. All children ages 10 to 16 are eligible for the free camp, which
begins June 10.
"This is the most comprehensive educational and athletic program offered in the Miami
Valley, and this is our 35th year," Ralph said. "Traditionally between 700 and 800 students
participate each year. Every day they're treated to a nutritious breakfast and lunch, as well as
three hours of physical fitness and two hours of educational enrichment activities."
The camp operates from 8 a.m. to 2:30p.m. each weekday through July 19, with the
exception of the week surrounding the July 4 holiday. Assisted by UD student counselors and
group leaders, Dayton-area certified teachers and coaches lead activities in aerobic dance,
badminton, basketball, bowling, football, golf, soccer, softball, swimming, tennis, drug and
alcohol abuse prevention, math, science and life skills, such as personal health and nutrition
education. Students participate on a rotation schedule so that every student has the
opportunity to participate in every activity before the camp is over.
"The program is designed to target Greater Dayton-area students who are
underprivileged, such as those who are financially disadvantaged or at-risk, but we don't turn
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down any child from anywhere," Ralph said. "This program is exceptional because it provides
a comprehensive summer day camp experience to youngsters who, in most cases, would
otherwise not be able to have one."
Aside from physical fitness skills, Ralph said the camp activities and environment are
designed to instill sportsmanship and citizenship, self-respect, the ability to work and get along
with others, academic skills and "a good feeling about a college campus."
To register or for more information on the NYSP summer camp, call (937) 229-5443.
-30For media interviews only, call John Ralph at (937) 229-3686. The NYSP information number is
(937) 229-5443.
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NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCH ENGINEER
RECOGNIZED WITH AWARD OF MERIT

DAYTON, Ohio- John J. Ruschau, senior research engineer at the University of Dayton,
has received an American Society for Testing and Materials International award of merit and
fellowship.
The recognition is the highest award given by ASTM for individual contributions to
standards and activities.
An ASTM member since 1979, Ruschau is being recognized for outstanding technical
contributions in the areas of fatigue and fracture research and standards writing. His research
has been in the areas of aerospace structure materials and aircraft structures.
-30For media interviews, contact John J. Ruschau at (937) 656-9138 or via e-mail at
john.ruschau@udri.udayton.edu.
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NEWS TIPS
TUESDAY-THURSDAY. MAY 21-23: UD BAND CAMP FOR 'SENIORS' IN FULL SWING
Thirty-six trombones, horns, woodwind and percussion are the source of music on the
University of Dayton campus as UD's first band camp for senior adults gets into full swing
(and jazz, polka, Dixieland and other styles).
The band camp, which began Sunday, May 19, and will run through Thursday. May 23,
is part of the University's New Horizons Band program for adults age 50 and older who want
to play an instrument, but who have never played before or who haven't played in many years.
Local bandees have been joined by New Horizons musicians from Ohio, Michigan,
Missouri, Maryland and New York for five days of full-band and ensemble rehearsals as well as
master classes, field trips and other activities.
Roy Ernst, who founded the national New Horizons Band program in 1990 and directs the
NHB in Rochester, N.Y., will serve as guest conductor for full band rehearsals from 7 to 8:30p.m.
Tuesday. May 21 and from 9 to 10:30 a.m. Wednesday. May 22. For additional conducting times
by Ernst on Wednesday and Thursday, May 23, call Pamela Gregg at (937) 229-3391.
On-campus activities include:
Tuesday. May 21
•
7-8:30 p.m., full band rehearsal conducted by Roy Ernst, founder of the NHB, Reichard
Hall room 103
Wednesday. May 22
•
9-10:30 a.m., full band rehearsal conducted by Roy Ernst, Reichard Hall room 103
•
11 a.m.-noon, sectional ensemble rehearsals in several rooms of Reichard Hall
•
7:30-8:30 p.m., full band rehearsal, Reichard Hall room 103
Thursday. May 23
•
9 a.m.-noon, full band rehearsal, Reichard Hall room 103
•
3-4:30 p.m., concert practice, Kennedy Union Boll Theatre
•
7:30p.m., free and public concert, Kennedy Union Boll Theatre
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Contact: Pam Huber
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DAITON
NEWS RELEASE
AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE FOCUSES ON LOVE,
BANISHES JAMES DEAN FROM LIST OF NOMINEES
DAYTON, Ohio- It's happened. James Dean, formerly shorthand for the eternal
rebellious hellion who frightened parents, inspired teen boys and beckoned teen girls to fall in
love with him, has disappeared from the popular culture arena.
"It shocked me that on a list of 400 films, not one of the James Dean films was listed,"
said Tony Macklin, film historian and juror in the American Film Institute's latest effort to
define the "best of" movies. "Rebel Without a Cause, Giant, East of Eden- ~11 were love stories.
With Rebel, I challenge anyone to come up with a better film about teen-age)ove."
For the AFI's list of greatest love stories, Rebel Without a Cause was one of the write-in
votes by Macklin, who taught film and English classes at the University of Dayton for 38 years
and founded and edited the academic journal Film Heritage from 1965 to 1978.
The television special100 Years ... 100 Passions, the fifth in the AFI series celebrating the
centennial of American cinema, will air June 11 on CBS.
Macklin also wrote in director Sam Peckinpah' s Ballad of Cable Hogue, and picked

Casablanca, Doctor Zhivago, Notorious and Vertigo from the list of 400 films supplied with his
American Film Instititue ballot.
"Great love stories are often about lost love," Macklin says. "Alfred Hitchcock was a
master of suspense, but he was also a master of lost love and sacrifice for love. Notorious is
about a commitment to love because Cary Grant goes to rescue Ingrid Bergman from the
clutches of the Nazis and Claude Raines gives up his life because of his commitment to love, so
the film is very clever on the dualities of love. Vertigo is where commitment becomes obsession.

Casablanca, directed by Michael Curtiz, is about commitment to love but sacrificing that love.
"With Doctor Zhivago, David Lean is a great director making a great film about lost
love."
The lesser-known Ballad of Cable Hogue made Macklin's cut because "it's a lyrical poem,
the softest, brightest side of Sam. Sam was master of the Western, and he was also known for
-overOFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
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the violence in his films. But this makes a beautiful Western. Cable is about an old prospector,
played by Jason Robards, who falls in love with a prostitute, played by Stella Stevens. She
moves out to his claim, but then she leaves him and goes to San Francisco. She comes back at
the end and it looks like they will be together, but then he dies. It's a ballad of love."
Peckinpah, along with Hitchcock, John Wayne and Edith Head, was one of the 1970s-era
film icons Macklin interviewed for Film Heritage. He collected 23 interviews, which included
material never before published, and released Voices from the Set (Scarecrow Press) in 2000.
He appreciates current cinema, too, but knows contemporary directors are not as
interested in exploring love stories.

"Spider-man is a blockbuster, but in some significant way it's also a love story," Macklin
said. "It's a love story that has a broad audience and broad appeal and lasting value- because
(director) Sam Raimi humanized the characters, and as soon as you humanize the characters,
you open the door to love. Love still makes the movie world go 'round."
There are love stories that Macklin avoids: "The ones I like least are when Barbra
Streisand falls in love with herself."
-30For media interviews, contact Tony Macklin at (702) 254-0287 (Pad£ic time zone) or via
e-mail at tonymacklin@webtv.net.
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Contact: Teri Rizvi
rizvi@udayton.edu

DAYTON
NEWS RELEASE
OBESITY CAN LEAD TO DISORDER OF HEART'S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
AND PUT BLACK WOMEN AT CARDIOVASCULAR RISK, NEW STUDY FINDS
DAYTON, Ohio -Obesity in African-American women is associated with a disorder
of the heart's electrical system, especially if the women don't exercise, according to a new
University of Dayton study.
The study will be presented at the American College of Sports MediCine's national
conference May 29-June 1 in St. Louis.
"In a study of 110 inner-city African-American women and their daughters in Dayton,
we found a positive correlation between obesity and a disorder of the heart's electrical system
known as long-QT syndrome," said Jayne Brahler, assistant professor of health and sport
science at the University of Dayton whose field of expertise is cardiovascular functions.
The syndrome, if it becomes severe, can lead to sudden cardiac death. The condition,
which can be either inherited or acquired, can be detected by an electrocardiogram, but most
healthy people, especially children, don't have the test, according to Brahler.
In the study, Brahler and colleagues studied 44 apparently healthy black women
between the ages of 21 ahd 53 and 66 of their daughters, ranging in age from 5 to 17. They
chose black females because previous studies show that black girls are more likely to be
overweight than their ~hite peers and, overall, black women are 60 percent more likely to
become obese than white women, according to Bri?-hler.
"Women in minority groups are also less physically active, and studies show that the
overall health status of people of color is lower than that of the general American population,"
-overOFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Brahler said.
Researchers measured the women's height, weight and waist and hip circumferences,
collected blood pressure and ECG (electrocardiography) tracings, and questioned them about
their diet and exercise habits. The women and their children fasted for 12 to 14 hours, then had
their blood drawn to determine cholesterol, glucose, hemoglobin and other values.
The findings? The researchers found that obese women who self-reported low physical
activity had higher blood pressure and glucose levels than the other women in the study and are
at increased risk for developing long-QT syndrome. They also discovered that obese women are
more likely to have overweight daughters.
"The study is significant because it furthers our knowledge of the relationship between
obesity and the propensity to develop malignant cardiac arrhythmias. If these obese
individuals are truly at a high risk for sudden death, there may be significant benefit to
aggressive weight control management, including utilization of exercise,"sflid Joseph Ross,
medical director of cardiology services at Children's Medical Center; in Dayton.
Brahler said additional research is needed to determine if exercise can prevent the
condition. "Aerobic exercise may protect against long-QT syndrome, but, to our knowledge, no
one has quantified the exercise intensity, duration or length of training period," Brahler said.
Brahler and her colleagues are pursuing grants to conduct an intervention study that
measures the effect of regular aerobic exercise training on the heart's electrical functioning.
The study was also presented at the American Physiological Society's annual meeting in
New Orleans in April.
-30For media interviews, contact Jayne Brahler at (937) 229-3975 or brahler@udayton.edu.
She can be reached in St. Louis May 29-June 2 at (314) 231-4070. For assistance in scheduling
an interview, contact Teri Rizvi at (937) 229-:3241.
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NEWS TIPS
CARBON DIOXIDE, NOT QUIRK OF NATURE, RESPONSIBLE FOR INCREASINGLY
VOLATILE WEATHER, CAUTIONS UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON BIOLOGIST
In the 1970s, a margarine commercial warned that "it's not nice to fool Mother Nature." But
humans have not taken heed and, by fooling with Mother Nature, Mother Nature is increasingly
fooling with us, says a University of Dayton scientist.
This weekend the Miami Valley is facing temperatures 20 degrees colder than average, according
to statistics from the National Weather Service. If temperatures fall to 35 degrees Saturday and
Sunday eve as predicted, they'll be within just a couple of degrees of the record low of 33
degrees set in 1895. The term "global warming" hardly seems to fit the chilly atmosphere.
But global warming, a term that is quickly evolving to "global climate change," is greatly
responsible for the roller coaster weather that continues not only in Ohio but around the world,
according to Brother Don Geiger, S.M., professor of biology at the University of Dayton.
The current cold spell is inconvenient, but above average rainfall for the month has been more
than just an inconvenience to local farmers, who are late getting crops in the ground because of
the excess rain. The culprit? Carbon dioxide, Geiger said.
"When the earth was formed, there were very high levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,"
Geiger said. "But as plants and animals came along, they buried the C02 in fossil fuels, in
animal shells and limestone formation. The level of C02 was lowered from tens of a percent in
the atmosphere to about 270 parts per million, or about .027 percent."
The industrial revolution in the 1800s brought an increase in that level, Geiger said. "Since that
time the level of carbon dioxide has increased to about 360 parts per million. That's a pretty
significant increase- about 25 percent and continuing to grow. At this rate, we can expect to
see that rate double before the next century."
What's happening is that people are taking stored C02 and burning it, which releases it into the
atmosphere where it stays and creates a type of reflective blanket of heat, Geiger said. "Light
from the sun hits optics on the earth, which re-radiates back out as heat. That's why sunlight on
your car makes your car feel hot to the touch. When too much C02 is in the atmosphere, it
doesn't allow heat to pass through and keeps in on the earth- that's why the term 'greenhouse
effect' is appropriate."
The trapped heat doesn't just raise temperatures on earth, it also genere1tes energy that moves
air from one place to another, Geiger said. That moving air creates the winds and strange
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weather patterns the planet has been experiencing on an increasing level. "'Global warming' isn't
really an appropriate term because sometimes the weather becomes warmer, but sometimes it
becomes colder. That's why the term 'g~obal climate change' is more appropriate."
Regardless of the label, these weather phenomena -jet streams, El Nifios and others -are all
driven by the extra energy created from heat trapped by excessive levels of C02 • Without
action, the problems will only continue to grow worse, Geiger said.
Can anything be done to stop- and perhaps even reverse- the problem? Yes, but people
have to quickly began to take steps to reduce the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,
and the United States can play a large part in that reduction, Geiger said. The Bush
administration, which passed on the Kyoto Treaty designed to address the problem on a
cooperative global level, needs to understand the implications of global climate change and that
the actions of one country effects the entire planet, he said.
"We now have the technology to address the problem," he said. "We're beginning to make
hybrid automobiles, and we're moving closer to possibly using hydrogen fuel, which releases
water into the atmosphere as opposed to carbon dioxide."
Individuals can also contribute to the solution, Geiger said, citing SUVs and other gas-guzzling
automobiles as particularly problematic. "There are many things we can do to help by making
changes in our lifestyles. We can conserve electricity and drive fuel-efficient cars."
For information and links to global climate change and ways to help, Geiger suggests visiting the
Web sites of World Watch at www.worldwatch.org and the Union of Concerned Scientists at
www .ucsusa.org.
For media interviews, contact Brother Don Geiger at (937) 229-2509 or via e-mail at
Donald.Geiger@notes.udayton.edu.
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HOW DO YOU SPELL L-0-N-G-E-V-I-T-Y?
SPELLING BEE PRONOUNCER CARRIES ON A FOUR DECADE TRADITION
DAYTON, Ohio- As the Scripps Howard National Spelling Bee prepares to celebrate
its 75th birthday, the University of Dayton will quietly reach a bee milestone itself: For more
than half of the bee's history, UD has supplied the pr?!louncer.
When Alex Cameron takes the stage at the Washington, D.C., bee May 29-30, it will
mark his 22nd consecutive year as its pronouncer. In 1978, the associate professor of English
"tagged along" to the bee with then-pronouncer and UD colleague, the late Richard Baker.
When Baker retired from the bee in 1979 after 20 years, event officials looked no further than a
few doors away when they asked Cameron to take the job.
More than two decades, about 18,000 words and hundreds of spellers later, he's still
enunciating in perfect cadence to such words as "esquamulose" and "vivisepulture."
The bee is the country's largest and longest-running educational competition. Nearly 250
contestants from every state, Europe, Guam, Mexico, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, the
Bahamas and American Samoa will travel to the nation's capital to compete for spelling
bragging rights and the top prize of $10,000. ESPN will air the bee finals live from 10 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m. on Thursday, May 30. A taped version will appear on ESPN2 at 8 p.m.
Cameron's earliest memories of his love for the English language are the forays on the
family dictionary every time he stumbled upon an unfamiliar word.
"Actually, I don't know if I'd call it love. I think it was another, less joyous, emotionmore like frustration," Cameron quips. "I recall running from my book to the dictionary
constantly and needing a great deal of time to finish the thing."
A long way from that third-grade lad, Cameron is frustrated by few words today. Oh,
he still consults Webster- more often, actually- but he does so because of his excellent grasp
of vocabulary, not despite it. He's the king bee and he's prepping for his hive of young spellers.
When he takes the microphone, he will be fresh from a pre-bee ritual, a two-week
vacation at the family house in Dearborn, Mich.
"I head there to get away from the world and go through the words," he explains. "I
practice pronouncing them. I look for errors. I do a lot of walking and talking to myself. People
must wonder."
-overOFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Cameron, considered a no-nonsense taskmaster on campus, has carved a career
imprinting the minds of college students in his history of English class. But he assumes a much
less-pedantic posture, one of ally, when standing before a young contestant who is stumbling
through a polysyllabic word he's never heard of, says a bee colleague.
"To many of the spellers, Dr. Cameron is the spelling bee," says Carolyn Andrews, the
bee's word list manager and a columnist for its Web site. "A person in his position could easily
intimidate them, but I have never seen him respond in a threatening way."
Instead, "he somehow puts the spellers at ease,'' adds Andrews, whose son, Ned, won
the national bee in 1994. "His ability to handle their questions is a gift. His timing is perfect. He
uses pauses, silence and delayed chuckles and responses as very effective tools. I have never
seen a speller nonplus him."
Cameron is so dedicated to the bee that he's helping officials build a special spelling bee
dictionary. "I've always worked with languages and have a great love for words," Cameron
says. "I began reading the dictionary in the third grade,
.. and I've never stopped."
Cameron's greatest joy, however, comes from the young contestants themselves, who
range in age from 9 to 14. "It's refreshing to work with younger students than the college
students I'm used to working with. They're all bright and competitive- and have adrenaline
they've never used before."
Recalling the changes he's witnessed over his span as pronouncer, Cameron says one of
the biggest differences is the way today' s spellers prepare for the event. Mostly gone, he says,
are the days when spellers sat at the kitchen table and were incessantly drilled by a parent.
"Contestants today rely a great deal on the technology of the day," he says. "They still
use the yellow (contest preparation) book, but they augment their preparation with audio tapes,
the Internet and, in some cases, professional spelling bee tutors. It's a more sophisticated
approach than 20 years ago."
But, Cameron adds, there remains one constant in every bee- the "great teacher" that
is failure.
"Most of these spellers are so bright that they've never failed in public," he says. "One
of the most valuable lessons of the bee is that you get this crushing moment- when you've
misspelled a word and have to walk off the stage. Then your family pats you on the back and
you realize that failure doesn't mean the end of the world. They learn that life goes on."
Andrews says Cameron's empathy for a contestant is most poignant at that moment
when the speller has been eliminated.
"When judges rule that a speller has misspelled and Dr. Cameron provides the correct
spelling, I sense a tone of regret in Dr. Cameron's voice that accompanies the correct spelling,"
she says. "It's clear that he wishes that the outcome had been different for the speller."
-30For media interviews, contact Alex Cameron before May 13 at (937) 229-3434 or via-email at alex.cameron@notes.udayton.edu and between May 14-25 at (313) 584-1333. He can
be reached May 26-May 31 at the Grand Hyatt Hotel Washington at (202) 582-1234. The
Scripps Howard National Spelling Bee Web site is www.spellingbee.com.
~
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Contact: Allison Rader or
Pamela Gregg
gregg@udayton.edu

DAYTON
NEWS RELEASE
UD'S MEDIA PRODUCTION GROUP EARNS THREE 'TELLIES'
FOR OUTSTANDING MEDIA PRODUCTION
DAYTON, Ohio- The University of Dayton's media production group earned three
bronze 2002 Telly awards for work in commercial, film and media production:·
Established in 1980, Tellies recognize outstanding non-network and cable commercials,
film and video. These will be the seventh, eighth and ninth bronze Telly awards the group has
received.
MPG received the 2002 Tellies for an interactive CD-ROM, a promotional video for the
University's School of Business Administration and a commercial for the Montgomery County
Combined Health District.
The interactive CD-ROM was designed to promote attendance at the University's
second annual RISE Symposium. The symposium brings students, faculty and investment
professionals together to discuss portfolio management. The CD-ROM was distributed to
students and faculty at UD as well as to other campuses and investment professionals.
The video was shown at the University's School of Business alumni achievement
awards dinner to highlight UD's achievements in business education and to promote alumni
support.
The Montgomery County Combined Health District commercial was created to raise
awareness about the county's community child health centers, which provide health care to
children of low-income families.
Since 1989 the media production group, formerly known as CBER Video, has earned 20
regional, national and international awards of excellence, including a total of nine bronze
Tellies.
-30For media interviews, contact Mike Kurtz, manager of the media production group, at
(937) 229-2453 or via e-mail at mike.kurtz@notes.udayton.edu.
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DAITON
NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON PARTNERS WITH TMP WORLDWIDE
ON WEB-BASED INNOVATION THAT STREAMLINES ADMISSION PROCESS
DAYTON, Ohio - The University of Dayton is partnering with TMP Worldwide, a
New York-based company that owns the popular job ads Web site Monster.com, to streamline
its admission process.
The University of Dayton has helped TMP Worldwide test and refine a new Web-based
technology that prospective students will never see on their computer screens. The software,
dubbed CollegeWare, is improving communication between UD and college-bound students
while saving the campus money by automating some functions, according to Chris Mu:floz, vice
president for enrollment management at the University of Dayton.
Besides UD, Yale University and the University of Arkansas are using the technology.
"As the first university in the country to use CollegeWare, we've tested the features and
offered suggestions for improvement," said Munoz, who's regularly invited to speak about
electronic student recruitment and marketing strategies at national conferences. "This product
manages and integrates all forms of communication -electronic, telephone and snail mail- all
in one system. Its features include automated, personalized e-mails and postcards to students
who've inquired about admission to let them know what material they need to apply. In the
past, our admission staff handled this. Now their time is freed up to spend more time with
students further along in the application process."
The technology saves money in other areas, too. "The software validates addresses,
which reduces our costs," Mu:floz said. "The system essentially helps us follow prospective
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students from initial inquiry through enrollment, and since TMP handles the software and
upgrades, it eliminates the technological headache. There's no physical hardware or overhead."
As college-bound students shop around for schools, they request information by mail, email and phone, making it difficult for admission offices to manage the information. "A recent
survey we conducted of nearly 250 U.S. colleges found that only 60 percent of the schools used
an enrollment management system and of those, only 44 percent considered it somewhat or very
effective," said John Meagle, vice president of educational marketing at TMP Worldwide.
"We're trying to change this by showing schools how they can better leverage technology. The
University of Dayton is a market leader in its use of technology in the admission process, and
we're delighted to partner with the campus on this initiative."
The University of Dayton's admission Web site (www.admission.udayton.edu) is one of
the top five in the nation, according to the 2002 Kaplan/Newsweek College Catalog. Through
the site, prospective students apply online and create their own "microsites," tailoring the
information to suit their interests. Parents can fill out a form based on the federal financial aid
process to discover how a financial aid package might be shaped through grants, scholarships,
loans and work. Even high school guidance counselors can track the status of students who
have applied to the University of Dayton.
The University of Dayton, which requires prospective students to apply online, ranks in
the top 20 most-wired universities in the nation, and is the most wired in Ohio, according to
Yahoo! Internet Life's 200l"Most Wired Colleges" survey of universities and colleges. The

University of Dayton will refine its computer requirement and offer only notebook computers to
undergraduates, beginning with the class that enters in fall 2003.
-30For media interviews, contact Chris Munoz at (937) 229-3717 or munoz@udayton.edu and
John Meagle at (646) 613-2101 or john.meagle@tmp.com.
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NEWS RELEASE
(Editor's Note: Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., will receive the award at 6:30p.m. on Friday,
May 10, at Dayton Council 500, 267 Bainbridge St.)
BROTHER RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M., NAMED RELIGIOUS PERSON OF THE YEAR
BY KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, DAYTON COUNCIL 500
DAYTON, Ohio - Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., president of the University of
Dayton, has been named "Religious Person of the Year" by the Knights of Columbus, Dayton
Council 500.
It's the second major community award he's received within the past year. In October,
Fitz accepted the Presidents Club Citizen Legion of Honor Award, the Dayton community's top
award for volunteer service. He was recognized for his work in child protection, education
reform, race relations and human services delivery.
The Knights of Columbus award is given annually to a priest, brother or sister in
recognition of service to the Catholic church and the community, according to Phillip R. Mathes,
deputy grand knight and program director for Dayton Council 500. Last year, Sister Rose
Wildenhaus, who founded the St. Mary Development Corp., received the honor.
Fitz is being recognized for his long track record of community service and his national
presence in Catholic higher education, according to Mathes. Nationally, Fitz was one of six
college presidents who worked with the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and the
Vatican in the development of an apostolic constitution on Catholic universities.
Fitz, the longest-serving president in the University of Dayton's history, will step down
in June after a record 23-year stint at the helm of Ohio's largest independent university and one
of the nation's largest Catholic universities. He will return to campus in January to teach classes
and work in the Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Center for Leadership in Community.
The Knights of Columbus is the world's largest Catholic service organization, with more
than 1.6 million members in nearly 12,000 local councils. In 2000, the organization raised and
distributed $110 million to charitable causes and volunteered 56 million hours of service.
-30For more information about the award, contact Phil Mathes at (937) 275-1003.
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